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Tzvi Griliches was born in September 1930 in Kovno (Kaunas), Lithuania, where his father, who 
had a degree from a German university, worked in a cigarette and tobacco factory owned by his 
wife’s family; Tzvi had a sister who was three years younger; he came from an upper class 
family who spoke Russian and German and celebrated the major Jewish holidays;  Tzvi attended 
a secular Hebrew Day School and when the Russians came attended a Russian school for a year; 
he suffered little anti-Semitism; his father’s factory was nationalized when occupied by the 
Russians so he continued working; when occupied by the Germans, an uncle committed suicide; 
Tzvi’s family was unable to obtain visas to leave and were forced to move into a small house in 
the Ghetto 8/15/41 with an aunt and the grandma; his father worked for the Judenrat and his 
mother worked outside the Ghetto where German soldiers were deloused (as Jews were 
permitted to work outside); they were not starving as besides rations from the Germans, his 
mother bartered belongings for food until she was arrested and let go but lost her job;  many 
Jews were shot or deported to Estonia or camps; Tzvi would scavenge empty apartments for 
books; he had his Bar Mitzvah in a synagogue in the Ghetto;  his sister was placed in an 
orphanage; at age12 he started working in a rubber factory with his mother; he did not try to 
escape as had no one to run to and it was too cold in the forest but his aunt escaped to a friend 
and gave her gold; they hid in the attic during actions and in June ‘44 built a false basement 
where 20 people hid as thought the Russians were close and the Ghetto was about to be 
evacuated;  after a week the Germans found them and marched them to the railroad station where 
they boarded a cattle car for five days to Stuthof, Germany, where the men and women were 
separated; Tzvi never saw his mother again;  he was tall so was selected to work with the adults 
whereas the other children were deported to Auschwitz; they went by train to Buckingham (?), a 
camp that was a branch of Dachau to build a factory which made building materials; Tzvi 
worked 10 to 12 hours a day, was given bad food and got lice; his father got sick with diarrhea 
and died February 2, 1945 and was buried outside of the camp. 
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Tzvi was 14 when he became the first orphan of the camp and other prisoners helped him bury 
his father, say kaddish and get him easier work; his uncle learned of the father’s death and 
arranged Tzvi receive extra soup for a month;  Tzvi was getting weak when he obtained a 
German newspaper and realized the war might be ending;  in April ’45 the camp was evacuated 
and the prisoners walked two days to Dachau which was Lockhausen (?) near Lockhart crowded 
and then walked at night South through the Bavarian Alps and on May 1st reached Bad Tölz [a 
Dachau subcamp] and the German guards ran away; the Americans came and a Jewish officer 
helped and placed him in a chateau for a week; then he went to a DP camp in Munich and found 
his uncle who he lived with for a year; Tzvi tired of Munich where he saw his sister and went to 
Felderfink DP camp to join an Aliyah Group to Palestine; took an underground train to France 
and a ship that was stopped by the British and spent seven months in Cyprus; September ’47 he 
went to Palestine to a Kibbutz in the Galilee and joined the Army August ’48 and late ’49 was 
discharged and returned to the Kibbutz; relatives gave him pocket money but would not take 
responsibility for him so he sold family property in Lithuania for 4,000 pounds and moved to a 
city; obtained some university education in Jerusalem; his uncle had migrated to the US and Tzvi 
followed as was admitted into University of California in Berkeley; he married and attended 
graduate school and obtained a fellowship to get his Ph.D. in Chicago where he became a 
professor; became chairman of his department in Harvard in ’69; went to Israel several times for 
teaching positions; he does not hate all Germans as some were helpful; haunted that he stole 
someone’s bread when he was hungry; believes you can live in Israel and feel Jewish but in the 
US you must participate to feel Jewish; the reparations he received helped him get through 
college; Tzvi has two children and talked about the Holocaust to his daughter who was 
uninterested and his retarded son does not understand; he does not expect another Holocaust; he 
maintains his childhood level of observance; movies about the Holocaust affect him. 

Note:  Sound was low around 10 minutes and near the end. 
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